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Abstract 1 

Purpose: The purpose of this study was to provide a year-long examination of the scaffolding 2 

processes used by a teacher in order to support student coaches in their instructional 3 

leadership responsibilities during seasons of Sport Education. The intervention sought to 4 

enable coaches to conduct problem-solving activities and instructional interactions that would 5 

actively involve teammates in the discovery of knowledge and construction of their own 6 

learning experiences. Method: Twenty-six seventh grade students participated in four 7 

consecutive seasons of Sport Education (Basketball, Handball, Soccer, and Volleyball). The 8 

research involved four action-research iterative cycles of planning, acting, monitoring, and 9 

fact-finding. Data collection included semi-structured interviews with teams as well as 10 

exclusively with the coaches, lesson observations, and a field diary kept by the first author 11 

who assumed the role of practitioner-researcher. Results: The findings showed it was 12 

necessary to explicitly teach the coaches specific instructional strategies for constructivist 13 

peer interactions to emerge. However as coaches became increasingly self-assisted, they were 14 

able to promote activities more relevant to the learning needs of teammates. Further, the 15 

involvement of the students in taking responsibility for peer-teaching emerged late in the 16 

school year. The scaffolding process was found to be a non-linear process contingently 17 

adjusted in reference to aspects such as coaches’ mastery of processes, the complexity of the 18 

domain-specific content, and nature of the sport. Conclusions: This study gives credence to 19 

the advocacy that specific training is necessary if students are to develop the ability to engage 20 

teammates actively in learning interactions.  21 

 22 
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Scaffolding student-coaches’ instructional leadership in Sport Education: A yearlong 25 

action-research intervention 26 

 27 

A stream of constructivist “student-centeredness” has been increasingly placed in the 28 

forefront of educational policies, national curricula and teacher education worldwide under the 29 

tutelage of an effective promotion of a broad range of cognitive, educational, and health 30 

outcomes (Tannehill, MacPhail, & van der Mars, 2013). From a constructivist point of view, 31 

learning involves a cognitively, socially and self-regulated construction of knowledge by 32 

learners (Cobb, 1994), with the core underlying assertion being that students actively construct 33 

knowledge through integrating new ideas with their own thinking, past experiences and 34 

knowledge, and through interacting with others in the context of particular social 35 

environments.  36 

Within the field of physical education, the adoption of constructivism has implied a 37 

conceptualization of learning as “a problem-solving process in which the instructional context 38 

provides opportunities for the learner to discover and construct their own understanding of 39 

facts and relationships” (Slade, Webb, & Martin, 2015, p. 69). Considering the central role of 40 

the teaching and learning of team sports within physical education curricula, such a 41 

conceptualization was first captured by the emergence of tactical approaches for teaching 42 

games and sports based on problem-solving frameworks of instruction (e.g., Teaching Games 43 

for Understanding; Bunker & Thorpe, 1982).  44 

Amongst such seminal student-centered models, Sport Education has been taken a 45 

prominent place as it holds conceptual and pedagogical structures pivotal to promotion of 46 

“meaningful, purposeful, and authentic learning activities presented and practiced by students” 47 

(Dyson, Griffin, & Hastie, 2004, p. 227). As a case in point, the development of Siedentop’s 48 

(1994) notion of the competent sportsperson strongly resonates with the problem-solving 49 

concerns of more cognitive-based approaches.  50 
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Concurrently, a particularly distinctive and pedagogically challenging structure of 51 

Sport Education is the extent to which students take control and ownership of their own 52 

learning. Within seasons of Sport Education, a considerable amount of instructional 53 

responsibility is given to students in the role of team leaders or coaches. Examples of these 54 

responsibilities include the presentation of tasks when practicing motor skills, strategic 55 

thinking related to game tactics, as well as the management of group dynamics.  56 

Taking into account the constructivist nature of Sport Education, the teacher is called 57 

to assume the role of a facilitator, and so a central piece of a teacher’s pedagogical 58 

intervention needs to be focused on providing practice for the leadership skills necessary for 59 

successful coaching. On one hand, coaches need to develop an understanding of the sports 60 

content (rules and tactics), but perhaps more importantly, they need to develop a beginning 61 

knowledge base about teaching, learning, and instruction, it is hardy likely that coaches will be 62 

able to engage teammates in constructivist instructional interactions.  63 

With regard to research on Sport Education conducted to date, there is a glaring 64 

scarcity of empirical studies that examine the teacher’s role as a facilitator. First, it is not 65 

known how teachers are interpreting and enacting the role of facilitator and to what extent 66 

these actions are aligned with the constructivist assumptions upholding the model. Second, 67 

there is an absence of information as to the best mechanisms through which teachers can 68 

prepare coaches to cope with the demands of instructional leadership (Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 69 

2005; Hastie et al., 2011).  70 

The didactic analysis of student coaching effectiveness conducted by Wallhead and 71 

O’Sullivan (2007) provides the only example within the Sport Education literature that has 72 

placed this concern at the foreground. In that study, Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) focused 73 

on the development of content taught by one coach during peer-teaching tasks and the 74 

performance of his six teammates. From the brief description provided of the teacher’s 75 
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instructional procedures it was possible to discern there was an attempt to scaffold the coach’s 76 

construction of knowledge by highlighting the associations between knowledge structures 77 

across tasks. There was however a predominant use of direct instruction and the delivery of 78 

verbatim information contained in task cards and demonstration of skills during in-task 79 

interventions. To wit, the coaches were provided with the solutions to the problem of the task 80 

in the form of coaching points. While effective in part, the coach in this study still struggled 81 

with higher order teaching skills, and by consequence, experienced difficulties in areas such as 82 

appropriate demonstration, error diagnosis and task modification (Wallhead & O’Sullivan, 83 

2007).  84 

While particularly insightful, an acknowledged limitation within the Wallhead and 85 

O’Sullivan (2007) study was that it encompassed a single season, and then only with a single 86 

team. This small sample restricts the potential for capturing the nuances of the ongoing 87 

engaging nature of teaching and learning, and the generation of what Gershuny (1988) calls 88 

“dynamic data” that allow the establishment of connections between events widely separated 89 

in time.  By consequence, we are still left to discover issues such as the direction and 90 

magnitude of the change within student-coaches learning. Finally, the didactic focus of the 91 

analysis adopted by Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) did not focus on the nature of discourse 92 

used, which did not allow insight into the levels of cognitive engagement experienced by these 93 

coaches during their instructional interactions.  94 

Scaffolding as instructional support 95 

In the area of teaching and learning, the notion of scaffolding as instructional support 96 

has emerged to explain the role a teacher or a more knowledgeable peer can play in joint 97 

problem-solving activities with and among students. Scaffolding can be conceptualized as a 98 

temporary pedagogical structure that Smit, van Eerde, and Bakker (2013, p. 817) suggest can 99 

“help pupils to perform a task they cannot complete by themselves and that is intended to 100 
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bring pupils gradually to a state of competence in which they can complete a similar task or 101 

process independently.” It is important to consider however, that scaffolding in not a 102 

technique that can be applied in the same manner in every learning situation, but rather it 103 

should be thought of as both adjustable and temporary.  104 

In attending to such variability, van de Pol et al. (2010) suggested the means for 105 

scaffolding should be flexibly utilized by teachers taking into account aspects such as the 106 

complexity of the learning content, student on-going progress, or the moment in the season. 107 

For instance, based on the perceived need for filling in gaps in coaches’ current level of 108 

awareness, the degree of teacher guidance may fluctuate between using more guidance-based 109 

instruction (e.g., instructing: “prescribing what to do”; modeling: “offering behavior for 110 

imitation”; explaining: more detailed explanatory structures that organize and justify learning) 111 

to more discovery-based strategies (hints: “taking over parts of the task (provision of clues) 112 

that the student is not yet able to perform; questioning: “asking questions that require an active 113 

cognitive answer”) (van de Pol et al., 2010, p. 277). 114 

In the specific case of Sport Education, where coaches take the lead of instructional 115 

processes, and particularly when the activities involve learning of team sports (in which  116 

cognitive processes are key), the scaffolding process follows highly complex contours. 117 

Because coaches are expected to become increasingly self-assisted, the scaffolding must 118 

operate both at a cognitive (e.g., sport-specific content knowledge) and metacognitive level 119 

(e.g., knowledge of teaching and learning processes). That is, coaches need to develop 120 

problem representation and solution development skills so that they are able to identify their 121 

teammates’ errors and tactical problems and select appropriate solutions. In addition, because 122 

in Sport Education students in general are expected to be actively engaged in problem-solving, 123 

discovery and understanding of game-play, scaffolding must also involve the structuring of 124 

peer interactions. More specifically, the coaches as main instructional leaders should be 125 
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guided to follow particular lines of discourse such as using questioning for prompting 126 

teammates’ comprehension of game problems (Ward & Lee, 2005). 127 

In building on the arguments put forward so far, the present study was designed to 128 

address a number of potential shortcomings of research identified in the reviews of Wallhead 129 

and O’Sullivan (2005) and Hastie et al. (2011). Specifically, although in the field of general 130 

education the practical application of scaffolding has been explored within constructivist 131 

approaches, in the particular context of Sport Education, both its conceptualization and 132 

enactment has been completely neglected. The central purpose of this study was to provide an 133 

in-depth, on-going, and long-term examination of the scaffolding processes used by a teacher 134 

for empowering students in the role of coaches toward becoming knowledgeable, competent, 135 

and self-assisted instructional leaders. Concurrently, the study aimed to provide an account of 136 

the effects of an intervention designed explicitly to develop coaches’ ability to conduct 137 

student-centered instructional interactions. With a focus placed at a micro-level of peer 138 

interactions, an examination was conducted of the progress in coaches’ ability to use discourse 139 

that implicated teammates proactively in problem-solving processes, discovery and 140 

construction of knowledge. 141 

Method 142 

Design 143 

This research project was drawn from the tenets of action research (Lewin, 1946), and 144 

followed the “teacher-as-researcher” design seen previously in studies in sports pedagogy by 145 

Gubacs-Collins (2007) and Casey and Dyson (2009). That is, in his dual role of teacher and 146 

researcher, the first author endeavored to “identify and unpack (…) the issues, problems, 147 

dilemmas and challenges that arise during teaching” (Rovegno, Nevett, & Babiarz, 2001, p. 148 

343), as well as to better understand and improve his own practice.   149 
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In an attempt to grapple with the complex, situated, multi-layered, and on-going 150 

engaging development of instruction, knowledge, and group-relational dynamics in Sport 151 

Education, the study encompassed a full academic year that comprised seasons of Basketball, 152 

Handball, Soccer and Volleyball. Within each of these units, the four iterative cycles of action 153 

research (planning, acting, monitoring, and reflecting) were adopted in order to inform the 154 

planning of the next season. The first season (Basketball), represented a reconnaissance (or 155 

baseline) in which the goal was to assess the current status of the coaches’ instructional skills, 156 

while the following three cycles (Handball, Soccer, and Volleyball) involved specific 157 

interventions that were designed to address problems or issues not resolved in the preceding 158 

season. 159 

Setting and Participants 160 

The participants in this study were 10 girls and 16 boys (aged between 12 and 14 years 161 

old) enrolled in the seventh grade at a school in northern Portugal, and who participated in 162 

physical education lessons two times per week. Prior to this project, the students had no 163 

previous experience with Sport Education.  164 

In the first lesson of the school year, the class elected three students as team coaches 165 

who have been given the pseudonyms of Rose, Peter, and Chris. Although it was not a 166 

mandatory condition, the three coaches had multi-year experience in community-based sports 167 

such as Soccer and Basketball. The class was then divided into three heterogeneous but 168 

balanced teams who took the names of “The Eagles”, “The Koalas”, and “The Kangaroos”. At 169 

the completion of the first season, it was suggested by all students that the teams’ composition 170 

and the students in coaching roles should be maintained throughout the year. As a result, this 171 

study is focused on the instructional leadership of Rose, Peter and Chris.  172 

The teacher-as-researcher was an experienced physical education teacher (over 10 173 

years) who had significant experience using student-centered instructional models (including 174 
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Sport Education) over the past six years. He had also participated in previous research 175 

activities both for the purposes of gaining practical experience in the role of practitioner-176 

researcher and for developing conceptual-to-practical understanding on the impact of model-177 

based practice on students’ learning.  178 

The Sport Education Seasons   179 

This study encompassed four consecutive units of team sports that embraced the entire 180 

school year (from October to June). The seasons included the four immutable aspects that 181 

Hastie and Mesquita (2016) suggest cannot be compromised if one is to correctly describe a 182 

particular unit within physical education as Sport Education. These include (a) that the season 183 

takes place over an extended period of time, (b) the presence of persisting teams, (c) the 184 

presence of developmentally appropriate competition consisting of small-sided games, and (d) 185 

that students take upon roles and responsibilities other than that of player. 186 

The Learning Content. The instruction within seasons followed a tactical approach to 187 

content development for underpinning student learning of the four team sports. In each season, 188 

either in the format of team game practice sessions or formal/informal competition matches, 189 

the students were expected to become proficient players of a principal game form 190 

representative of the full version of the team sport. Students also learned tactical skills and 191 

techniques through practice tasks that were designed to solve tactical problems encountered 192 

during practice of the game form. Table 1 provides complete details of the goals and design of 193 

each season. 194 

Teacher’s Instructional Support. In this study, the coaches as team leaders were at 195 

the forefront of most instructional processes. Additionally, learning within each season was 196 

conceptualized as a problem-solving process where students progressed by learning to identify 197 

tactical problems and appropriate solutions to solve the situations. The coaches were expected 198 

to support the problem-solving activities within teams. 199 
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In order to support the coaches in their new roles, eleven leadership seminars were 200 

conducted during the three intervention seasons. These seminars took place three times in each 201 

of Handball and Soccer, and five times in Volleyball. Each lasted in average between 35 to 50 202 

min and involved the coaches in a series of activities to support the development of their 203 

instructional skills. Examples included observing videotapes of critical events in the coaches’ 204 

instruction and discussing instructional strategies congruent with student-centered premises 205 

(e.g., modeling freezing-rehearsal instruction, training of the question-asking process…). 206 

Seminars also involved extensive observation and discussions of particular moments in each 207 

team’s game-play. This had a focus on the domain-specific content of the sports with the 208 

intension of developing, for example, the coaches’ ability to identify tactical problems and 209 

construct appropriate solutions to their teams’ game problems. The leadership seminars also 210 

served the purpose of consciousness-raising about the impact of individual interventions of 211 

teammates’ achievement while also providing data with respect to the coaches’ evolving 212 

conceptions on teaching and learning. Table 2 provides an overview of the focus, context, 213 

strategies, and scaffolding means used by the teacher along the school year to mediate and 214 

prepare the coaches to instructional leadership. 215 

Data Collection 216 

Data for this study were gathered from lesson observations, a field diary, semi-217 

structured group interviews, and a leadership seminar diary. 218 

Lesson Observations. In every lessons, two crossed-angle digital camcorders were set 219 

in the gymnasium in order to capture all class events and student interactions. The teacher and 220 

each of the three coaches wore an audio device within an armband in order to couple their 221 

verbal instructions with the video images. The intention was to retain the authenticity of the 222 

dialogues and to record the most sensitive nuances of on-going instructional and relational 223 

interactions that could not be noticed at the real moment of the occurrence by the teacher-as-224 
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researcher. The use of the program Adobe Premiere Pro CC allowed compacting the video 225 

and audio recordings of each session in a single file.  226 

Field Diary. On an on-going basis, the teacher-researcher conducted the synchronized 227 

examination of the lesson observations as soon as possible after each lesson to inform the 228 

subsequent pedagogical (e.g., planning of learning activities, focus for coaches’ preparation) 229 

and research procedures (e.g., the theme of group interviews). These notes were kept in the 230 

form of a field diary and were written alongside a chronological record of the class events 231 

registered during the lesson observations. This diary included a comprehensive analysis of 232 

what children said, did, and produced, together with the teacher-researcher’s interpretations in 233 

relation to student thinking, understanding, and learning. As per Rovegno et al. (2001), also 234 

annotated was contextual information related to issues of curriculum development (e.g., type 235 

of tasks, learning goals, pedagogical intentions). While key instructional sequences occurring 236 

between coaches and teammates were purposefully selected and transcribed verbatim, others 237 

received explanatory labels to allow a later and more detailed revisit of the data. The field 238 

diary then, served as more than a simple collection of facts. Rather, it was supplemented by 239 

analytic notes designed to integrate theory into the analysis, and to reconceive and elaborate 240 

on what was being learned. Finally, the diary included notes derived from the post-cycle 241 

reflective analyses.  242 

Interviews. Twenty-four focus group interviews (eight for each of the three teams), 243 

were conducted throughout the year, each lasting approximately 90 minutes. The first set of 244 

interviews took place during the first week of each season, while the second occurred 245 

immediately following that season. All interviews were video and audiotaped.  246 

The teacher-researcher conducted the team-interviews in an attempt to explore the 247 

participants’ feelings and experiences about the different seasons. The interviews were semi-248 

structured, with a list of questions and topics set before each interview to gather the students’ 249 
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perspective about critical events occurred during the lessons. In addition, the students were 250 

often prompted to bring their own issues to debate while the interview script was open enough 251 

to follow any lines of students’ speech, debate, and reasoning that were considered relevant. 252 

Leadership Seminar Diary. All leadership seminars were audio and video recorded.  253 

The on-going analysis of coaches’ interventions during the seminar allowed the teacher-254 

researcher to keep a perspective on their development with regard to their conceptions of 255 

teaching and learning, content, and instructional knowledge. It served also to generate 256 

stimulus questions to be used in the focus group interviews to prompt teammates’ perspectives 257 

on some procedures adopted by coaches. 258 

Data Analysis 259 

To promote familiarity with the material, the teacher-researcher observed and listened 260 

to the interviews and to the leadership seminar sessions before transcribing them verbatim. A 261 

thematic analysis was used to examine the data from the two diaries and interviews. As 262 

suggested by Charmaz (2006), the first stage of the analysis involved the repeated reading of 263 

the transcripts followed by line-by-line open coding of data to expose the embedded thoughts, 264 

ideas and meanings, and search for patterns. As per Denzin and Lincoln (2003), the 265 

identification of common patterns was taken in reference to critical aspects related with the 266 

problem under investigation, the predominance of the events, or frequency of participants’ 267 

reference to it.  268 

Trustworthiness  269 

To provide a more objective account of the study’s findings, the teacher-researcher 270 

attempted to deal with the consequences of his presence. As proposed by Cook-Sather (2007), 271 

during the process of interpretational analysis, there was an effort for letting students 272 

explanations of their experiences shape the researcher’s interpretive frames. This included 273 

presenting the interview transcripts to students for checking for accuracy, not only of the 274 

words spoken, but also in relation to the interpretations of meanings of what was expressed or 275 
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perceived to be implicit in their actions. Second, through regular peer debriefings held 276 

between the first author and the co-authors, the research team was involved in a collaborative 277 

approach within the interpretational analysis. The goal of these strategies was to ensure 278 

interpretative validity while minimizing the risk of individual research bias. 279 

Results 280 

Season One – Basketball: The Baseline 281 

The results for this season are presented in two phases, due to a change demanded by 282 

lesson outcomes in the first part of the season. In essence, this section of the yearlong program 283 

could be given the label as a “giving coaches autonomy and then adjust trial”.  284 

From lessons one to six, the coaches were tasked with conducting and monitoring 285 

teammates’ game practice (3 vs. 3) and selecting the practice tasks to be introduced in the 286 

initial part of each lesson. They were expected to build their instruction upon the information 287 

provided during the teacher’s presentation of the game to the whole class in lesson two. They 288 

were also given a handbook containing schematic drawings, descriptions of rules, expected 289 

movement patterns, and error detection feedback cues related both with the game and a series 290 

of game-aligned practice tasks of different complexity. 291 

The evidence collected from this exploratory stage showed that while the coaches 292 

demonstrated an ability to provide error detection feedback on simple motor elements 293 

presented in the task cards, they struggled to manage, identify problems and provide 294 

instruction related with the more complex tactical aspects within game-play. The following 295 

extracts provide two examples from the teacher’s field diary: 296 

During the 3 vs. 3. 297 

‘Chaos’ is the word here. The coaches had one task, divide the team in two, send 298 

them to their courts and start playing the game. Five minutes later, the coaches: panic 299 

and lots of stuttering; the teacher: couldn’t believe my eyes; the players: no play. 300 
(FD, 20 October) 301 

M. holds the ball stalling the game though although the (space to the) basket is wide 302 

open. Peter keeps busy playing is own game and provides no feedback. (FD, 30 303 

October) 304 
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 305 

Based on the gaps found during the initial stage of the season, the teacher decided it 306 

was time to “go back to basics,” and to resume taking the lead during problem-solving 307 

activities. During this second stage (lessons seven to fourteen), the teacher deemed there was a 308 

need to provide more explicit direction to coaches. Two strategies were introduced: (a) in-task 309 

interventions and (b) guided practice.  310 

The in-task interventions attempted to model and thereby promote appropriate error 311 

detection feedback. Consequently, the teacher narrowed the scope of the coaches’ intervention 312 

by explicitly directing their attention to specific constraints in the tasks related to less complex 313 

motor execution components. Guided practice was used for modeling specific tactical 314 

solutions to students’ game problems. The teacher combined direct instruction and explanatory 315 

information to show how the particular tactical skills fit the specific tactical problems 316 

hindering their game-play. The coaches were included in the demonstrations to direct their 317 

attention to the critical elements in the tasks. Consider the following scenario during the 318 

presentation of the 3 vs. 1 game: 319 

Teacher: In the last lesson the off-the-ball players were great; they’re getting to the 320 

spots before their markers. Even so, the defense was tackling the ball because your 321 

timing was not the best. You need to keep the ball in ‘pocket’ before they start 322 

supporting. Stop dribbling, hold, only then you call for the move. Chris, do it with 323 

me: wait, cut now, go. (LO, 28 November). 324 

 325 

The teacher also modeled particular instructional strategies that coaches could adopt. 326 

Perhaps the most common of these was encouraging coaches to adjust task conditions to fit 327 

students’ ability level.  328 

Teacher: Each team will need to adjust the rules internally. C. for example will be 329 

granted ‘cold’ defense. As she’s not very experienced, for now, the defense cannot 330 

intercept her dribbling. Rose (higher-skilled), will be under ‘hot’ defense. To develop 331 

her game, she’ll need to use protection dribbling and jump shooting, more 332 

sophisticated moves. (LO, 21 November) 333 

 334 

There was evidence that during the second stage of the season that the coaches 335 

remained highly dependent on the teacher’s support. The in-task interventions, for example, 336 
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helped to focus the coaches’ attention towards errors related with specific content elements in 337 

the tasks and solve on-the-spot problems. It did not however, enable them to respond 338 

autonomously to new situations: 339 

Teacher: When I showed you C. was not cutting properly… 340 

Rose: It helped because I saw it and was more aware. I explained and she was more in 341 

game. 342 

Teacher: It helped them. But did it help you to get to do it by yourself? 343 

Rose: Not that. It was just too much stuff to bear in mind. One couldn’t remember it 344 

all. (FG-Kangaroos, 13 December) 345 

 346 

This trend was also noticed in relation to particular instructional strategies modeled by 347 

the teacher. The coaches experienced difficulty in recalling example strategies of how to 348 

respond to new situations, as shown in the following example of task modification for assuring 349 

developmentally appropriate activities: 350 

The 1 vs. 1 duels Chris selected are suitable to only the higher-skilled players. Some 351 

girls spent the task turning their back to the basket and didn’t shoot at all. He could 352 

have solved it using the ‘cold’/‘warm’ adjustments to defensive pressure I made to the 353 

3 vs. 3. (LO, 5 December) 354 

 355 

Season Two – Handball: Thriving as Problem-Solvers 356 

During season one, although highly dependent on the teacher’s support, the coaches 357 

began to understand the responsibility implicit in their role, which was the need to take a more 358 

active role in identifying their teams’ problems and acting on them. The central purpose of the 359 

intervention in Handball was to advance the coaches’ autonomy in conducting problem-360 

solving activities. The intervention acted on two fronts. The first of these was to develop the 361 

coaches’ understanding of the sport (rather than reproducing the teacher’s solutions). The 362 

second was to enhance the ability of the coaches to conduct constructivist instruction by 363 

engaging teammates actively in the discovery of solutions to teams’ problems. Specifically, 364 

the intervention consisted of the introduction of “guided observation,” during the leadership 365 

seminars, which involved engaging the coaches in video observation, analysis, and discussion 366 

of images of critical class events. 367 
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Based on the predominant tactical problems hindering the three teams’ game-play, the 368 

teacher created particular scenarios and used guided observation to elicit the coaches’ 369 

discovery of specific tactical problems. Framed essentially as “what is going wrong here” 370 

scenarios, the teacher used questioning and hints to fill in what he saw as current gaps in the 371 

coaches’ knowledge. Rather than offering solutions to coaches, the teacher promoted them to 372 

work towards collaborative construction of tactical solutions to the problem-solving scenarios. 373 

He used question prompts to provoke an elaboration of ideas in order to encourage the coaches 374 

to consider a wider range of alternatives and thus build more comprehensive solutions to 375 

problems. The following example shows how most of these scenarios were guided towards 376 

helping the coaches to anticipate events and recognize relevant information cues embedded in 377 

the tactical problems: 378 

Teacher: How can we counteract this (pass from inappropriate distance)?  379 

Silence…  380 

Teacher: Peter, can you aid the guys here? 381 

Peter: It’s too risky to pass from side-lane to side-lane. I’m explaining this to my 382 

team.  383 

Chris: Yeah. I noticed B. does that a lot. Still, if one (defender) is overtaken… 384 

Peter: You cannot have one forward and another backwards. 385 

Teacher: Chris, can you explain it better? 386 

Chris: If he’s holding the ball in the center-lane and makes a pass to the side-lane. 387 

Peter: Ah! In the sense he gets a player closer to him (covering). (LS, 16 January) 388 

 389 

The intervention also focused on an attempt to improve the quality of the instructional 390 

interactions between coaches and teammates. Two key instructional strategies were adopted. 391 

The first of these was the use of questioning for stimulating teammates’ comprehension of 392 

concepts. Here the teacher not only modeled the question-asking process, but also provided 393 

opportunities for the coaches to practice asking questions. The second strategy adopted was to 394 

provide guidance to the coaches on how to prompt teammates to use previous solutions and 395 

knowledge to solve current tactical problems: 396 

Teacher: How could you go back to Basketball and get something that helped 397 

understand what they were doing wrong?  398 

Rose: That thing of stopping and waiting for support? 399 
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Teacher: Hum… every time you made that initial give-and-go, what got open? 400 

Several: Space near the basket. 401 

Teacher: It’s the same thing here (Handball) every time you run that give-and-go. 402 

Use their knowledge from Basketball, “remember Basketball when the defense left 403 

the space on their back?” or recruit your own knowledge, for example from 404 

(community-based) Soccer, “the faults are alike now, the game restarts at the exact 405 

spot”.  406 

Rose: We can get those things they did great so that they remember. (LS, 23 January) 407 

 408 

As a result of these interventions, the three coaches showed increases in their ability to 409 

identify tactical problems and modeling teammates’ responses in situations related to the 410 

aspects debated in the LS. One strategy commonly used was simplified questioning where 411 

they encouraged teammates to recall previously learned tactical skills to solve current game 412 

situations: 413 

A. tries to make a long-distance pass; the ball gets intercepted. Peter stops the 414 

game…  415 

Peter: What are our two main plays? J., tell me one. 416 

J.: The goalies pass and cut fast and wide open.  417 

Peter: But now you needed to have used the other one. Pass to the center player. I 418 

pass to D. (makes a pass-and-overlap), D. passes to A. and A. passes to me again. 419 

(LO, 18 January) 420 

 421 

Nonetheless, the three coaches either interpreted differently or had different abilities (or 422 

perhaps willingness) to follow the teacher’s intention of stimulating the engagement of their 423 

peers proactively in the discovery of solutions to problems. For example, Peter and Rose 424 

provided a narrower scope for teammates exploring alternative solutions to their problems, 425 

taking what could best be described as a “they learn best if you just tell them what to do” 426 

approach. In contrast, Chris tried to nurture a context that encouraged interaction and 427 

cooperation between teammates to explore solutions to problems. In noting that “I like 428 

knowing what they think as they may be thinking differently and then things will not come out 429 

as I expected”, he would then stimulate comprehension of the appropriateness of the tactical 430 

solutions during team practice: 431 

Chris: Stop. Everybody, get back to position. Can the off-the-ball guys stand too far? 432 

B.: No. 433 
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Chris: Why? 434 

H.: The defender gets there first than the attacker. 435 

Chris: Exactly. So, C. are you at a good spot? Wouldn’t it be better be if, hum… 436 

R. (steps in to help): She was covering both of you (off-the-ball teammates). 437 

B. (takes two steps to the side showing a better spot to receive the ball). If you stand 438 

here he will not reach and intercept.  (LO, 25 January) 439 

Season Three – Soccer: Supporting the Coaches in ‘Thinking the Process Over’ 440 

During season two, the coaches struggled to cope with situations not related to those 441 

explicitly addressed in the LS. Additionally, Peter and Rose had not yet fully grasped the 442 

importance of leading instruction in ways that would engage teammates more actively in the 443 

construction of knowledge. The central purpose in Soccer was to handover substantial 444 

responsibility to the coaches for the conduct of the learning activities (e.g., pacing, content 445 

selection, engagement patterns, etc.) and problem-solving processes. On one hand, the 446 

learning content addressed was generated from the tactical problems and solutions identified 447 

by coaches themselves. On the other, the development of reasoning and argumentation skills 448 

and reflection sought coaches’ self-assistance in the monitoring of the effects of their decision-449 

making. 450 

Group discussions were added to the teacher’s strategies to further scaffold of coaches’ 451 

instructional abilities. In this season, rather than relying on video analysis used during the 452 

Handball season, he instead used stimulus questions to elicit explanations and to prompt the 453 

coaches to justify their decision-making. No explicit procedural guidance was given. Rather, 454 

the teacher steered the debates in ways that stimulated coaches to challenge each other’s 455 

thinking, construct arguments, and support individual options through justifications. The main 456 

goal here was to help the coaches to reflect upon the potential links between the processes 457 

used (e.g., style of instruction) and players’ autonomy in game-play decision-making:   458 

The Soccer season saw the coaches take over full ownership and commitment for 459 

getting their teams ready for the demands of the season. Two notable outcomes accompanied 460 

this increased in authority. The first was a growing commitment from the coaches to engage 461 
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their teammates in the discovery of concepts and solutions to problems. For example, during 462 

Soccer, both Rose and Peter seemed to begin to grasp the importance of developing a 463 

comprehension of game concepts, something they were reticent to attempt during Handball. In 464 

this third season they were able to engage teammates cognitively in the analysis of game 465 

settings and active search of solutions to problems. In addition, there was evidence that the 466 

coaches were able to differentiate when a quick piece of feedback was necessary from cases 467 

where they needed to stop play and demonstrate a particular tactic using questioning. Chris in 468 

particular, was adept at this. 469 

Chris freezes the game and takes a few minutes conducting questioning. 470 

Chris: Is that a good spot to receive the ball? How many passing lanes did B. have?  471 

Moments later a different error emerges. He gives quick instruction not cutting the 472 

pace. 473 

Chris: You cannot stay too close, but you cannot stay too far either. Adjust it. 474 

Between game breaks, he gathers the team and scaffolds upon prior knowledge. 475 

Chris: The player in the center, attack the goal. Like you did in Handball. (LO, 1 476 

March) 477 

 478 

Season Four – Volleyball: Toward Empowering Teammates 479 

Given the emergence in Soccer of a level of “coach-centeredness” through the use of 480 

peer-teaching responsibilities, the intervention in Volleyball was specifically targeted to teach 481 

coaches about possible ways for spreading that responsibility among teammates. The main 482 

goal of the teacher’s intervention was conducted during pre-lesson briefings conducted in the 483 

gym. The teacher built upon the coaches’ emerging knowledge of teammates’ strengths and 484 

weaknesses to suggest possible means for involving teammates in self-monitoring. Peter and 485 

Chris in particular were able to use several strategies that provided breadth for teammates 486 

having an active role in the construction of knowledge. Further, their instruction began to 487 

involve strategies for holding teammates’ accountable for monitoring their own engagement in 488 

the process. 489 
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During focus group interviews, several students corroborated this increasing 490 

commitment to peer-teaching responsibilities. Moreover, they seemed to have captured and 491 

applied some of less directive styles of instruction used by their leaders.   492 

D.: In those exercises, W. and myself were at the center and A. and J. at the net. Next 493 

we placed them at the center too so that they could get another view of the game. 494 

J.: W. told me to experiment once at the net and then at center to see where I felt 495 

more comfortable playing. (FG-Eagles, 23 May) 496 

 497 

Discussion 498 

This study had two essential purposes. The first was to empower coaches as 499 

instructional leaders in the conduct of problem-solving processes. The second, which was 500 

reliant on successful achievement of the first, was to develop these coaches’ capacity and 501 

commitment to conduct peer interactions that would engage teammates in active participation 502 

in the construction of learning experiences. The evidence from the year-long intervention 503 

which attempted to realize these goals showed that each facet of the program was supported 504 

through a series of overlapping, interrelated, and iterative steps of scaffolding means and 505 

processes that were differently, continuously, and contingently shaped by the teacher.  506 

The development of the coaches’ ability to conduct problem-solving activities included 507 

two main steps. The first concern centered on identifying tactical problems and development 508 

of appropriate tactical solutions. The second aimed at developing reasoning, argumentation 509 

skills and coaches’ ability to self-monitoring of own decision-making and instruction 510 

processes. The promotion of student-centered peer interactions was also a highly demanding 511 

multi-phased process that spanned across seasons two to four. Coaches’ active involvement of 512 

teammates in analysis and discovery-based activities was noticed mainly from the third 513 

season, while student engagement in, and assuming of, peer-teaching responsibilities and 514 

active self-monitoring of learning progressions was mostly tangible in the last season of the 515 

school year. 516 
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The findings of the first season, Basketball, showed that student participation in 517 

problem-solving learning activities related to higher order content was only achievable 518 

through the teacher’s pronounced intervention. Consistent with prior research (Wallhead & 519 

O’Sullivan, 2007) the use of task cards as the main supporting strategies enabled the coaches 520 

to only provide error diagnosis and offer lower level solutions to ineffective practice involving 521 

simple motor execution elements in the tasks. These findings echoed certain contentions from 522 

studies on Sport Education that advocate for provision to participants of higher direction at 523 

early stages of learning (Siedentop et al., 2011). As a point in case, in this study, the use of in-524 

task interventions and guided practice was essential in providing a visual model as a reference 525 

for the coaches’ diagnosis of critical errors in the tasks. An emphasis on procedural guidance 526 

proved to be more efficient than elaboration questions in the early stages of problem-solving 527 

for the reason that students seemed to lack sufficient prior knowledge upon which the teacher 528 

was able to scaffold upon. However, the findings do not give credence to the speculation of 529 

Wallhead and O’Sullivan (2007) that the use of guided practice may somehow compensate for 530 

potential deficits in the coaches’ content and pedagogical knowledge. In fact, the coaches were 531 

inefficient in transporting knowledge related to problem representation procedures or use of 532 

particular instructional strategies modeled by the teacher to respond to new situations 533 

emerging from the practice context. 534 

The second season, Handball, represented a critical keystone toward the achievement 535 

of the study’s goals. Based on the exploration of particular problem scenarios designed by the 536 

teacher, the intervention had two focuses. The first of these related specifically to domain-537 

specific content, and involved attempts to improve the coaches’ problem representation and 538 

solution development processes. The second centered on the structuring of the interactions 539 

between coaches and teammates interactions, and involved the coaches learning about specific 540 

student-centered instructional strategies.  541 
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The evidence showed an increasing ability of the coaches to identify emerging tactical 542 

problems hindering their teammates’ game-play. Although their instruction was 543 

predominantly related to the content covered during the problem-solving video observation 544 

sessions, they were still able to provide appropriate error detection feedback related with 545 

higher order content within the practice context, even when not preceded by direct support 546 

from the teacher in the gym. The coaches showed higher versatility as they identified similar 547 

problematic situations in different contexts ranging from game practice to competition 548 

matches while modeling specific solutions to teammates’ game problems. The teachers’ shift 549 

to using discovery-based instruction during the analysis of game problem scenarios 550 

(recognizing key information cues, analyzing critical constraints in the situation) seems to 551 

have been highly beneficial. Prior research has found that when stimulated through elaboration 552 

questions, students develop to be more active in taking deliberate efforts to identify and seek 553 

relevant information in the problems (Xun & Land, 2004). In this case, the development of 554 

coaches’ comprehension of concepts, and ability to the scenarios to find relevant features in 555 

the situations, was likely a more suitable strategy (than direct instruction used in the previous 556 

season) to cope with the open and dynamic nature of the tactical problems in team sports 557 

(Farias, Mesquita, & Hastie, 2015). 558 

Also in the second season, the coaches were able to implement specific instructional 559 

strategies modeled during the problem-solving debates. Two aspects may explain this. The 560 

considerable efforts undertaken by the teacher to build the scaffolding upon coaches’ own on-561 

going instructional experiences, and his guidance that showed coaches how to establish links 562 

between current situations and their own knowledge base and prior experiences. Xun and 563 

Land (2004) found that such processes help students activate prior knowledge to solve new 564 

situations that preserve similar features in an independent manner. It was also evident that the 565 

strategy first adopted by the coaches was the use of simplified questioning to stimulate 566 
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teammates to recall prior learning experiences to solve emergent game situations. This 567 

confirms findings of previous research. It has been stressed that explicitly engaging 568 

instructional leaders in processes such as question-asking is an indispensable condition so that 569 

they are able to engage peers analysis and problem-solving tasks (Ward & Lee, 2005). 570 

The third cycle of the intervention, Soccer, sought a handover to coaches of increased 571 

responsibility for the conduct of problem-solving activities. The intervention centered on 572 

developing coaches’ reasoning and argumentation skills and self-critical evaluation of the 573 

procedures used in their planning and conduct of team-practice activities. The interplay 574 

between scaffolding, fading of the support and handover of responsibility was particularly 575 

noticed in Soccer. The mastery of critical problem-solving processes (i.e., the ability to 576 

identify problems and select appropriate solutions to solve them) exhibited by the coaches 577 

from the early lessons of the season allowed reducing the degree of the scaffolding support 578 

considerably. On one hand, it made possible to plan the learning activities upon problems 579 

identified and brought up to discussion by coaches themselves. On the other, there was no 580 

need to revert back to the use of more direct instruction such as modeling in aspects related 581 

with domain-specific content (Xun & Land, 2004). The teacher found the scope necessary for 582 

introducing less directive reflection prompts that engaged coaches in high-level discourse such 583 

as making claims about possible effects of events and warrant those back with arguments and 584 

justifications (King, 1992).  585 

Soccer saw an increasingly ability (and self-determined willingness) of coaches to 586 

regularly engage teammates in the analysis of problem settings and discovery of solutions. 587 

This may signify that instructional strategies such as simplified questioning are difficult to be 588 

learned by students, as it was only from the third season that coaches grasped the process more 589 

accurately. More importantly, it stresses the importance of developing students’ reflection 590 

skills. It was only after the coaches being stimulated to reflect on the impact of their 591 
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instruction on teammates’ achievements that they committed more thoroughly to relinquish 592 

more directive styles and adhered to more ‘constructivist-oriented’ instruction. 593 

Despite the advances found in Soccer, the peer-teaching and cooperative learning 594 

initiatives were found to be unintentionally over-concentrated in the coaches and few other 595 

higher-skilled players of their trust. This corroborates finding of prior research suggesting that 596 

self-determined peer-teaching behaviors are particularly difficult to develop in students 597 

(Farias, Hastie, & Mesquita, 2015), particularly in the case of this study where children had no 598 

prior experiences with cooperative learning dynamics. In the current study, the spreading of 599 

peer-teaching initiatives needed to be explicitly stimulated at the entry of the fourth 600 

intervention cycle both at an instructional level and at a structural level.  Firstly, the coaches 601 

needed explicit guidance on strategies suitable to stimulate peer-teaching. Secondly, the nature 602 

of the sport, Volleyball (which encourages cooperative game-play) and the structure of the 603 

learning activities (e.g., 2 to 2 practice), both concurred to sharing of knowledge between the 604 

playing partners. 605 

As had occurred in Soccer, in Volleyball evidence from early lessons presenting 606 

coaches’ mastery of problem identification and awareness on the need to adjust organizational 607 

procedures to the features of the new sport, allowed the use of less directive support 608 

(elaboration prompts). However, in opposition to Soccer where most students were 609 

knowledgeable and culturally attuned to the sport, these students had no prior experience with 610 

Volleyball. This lends credit to research and literature advocating that metacognitive 611 

development can compensate to some extent an absence of relevant domain-specific 612 

knowledge (King, 1992). It also stresses the key value of focusing the scaffolding strategies on 613 

students’ development of higher-order cognitive skills as a means for empowerment and self-614 

assistance. A particularly noticeable finding in season four was the coaches’ ability to recall, 615 

adapt, an implement by their own means instructional processes modeled by the teacher in 616 
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previous seasons to solve current problems. Peter, for example, used guide practice (a process 617 

used by the teacher in the first season) for handing over responsibility to teammates to conduct 618 

their own learning activities. More than internalizing the scaffolding structure offered by the 619 

teacher and reproduce it in a straightforward matter, the coaches seemed to have seized the 620 

essence of the process, a development also acknowledge by Smit et al. (2012). This allowed 621 

them to adjust the type of instruction and the organization of the learning activities in light of 622 

the nature of the new game, which saw teams simultaneously spread over numerous courts. 623 

Conclusions 624 

This study showed that it is possible to engage students in effective higher order 625 

thinking processes and problem-solving activities within a pedagogical structure driven 626 

largely by peer-led instructional interactions. However, the study also showed that without 627 

specific coaching preparation to conduct instruction congruent with constructivist pedagogies, 628 

it is highly unlikely that the ‘guide on the side’ strategy, or simply placing students in teams, 629 

will by themselves ensure the active involvement of students in general in the discovery and 630 

building their of own learning experiences. To be highlighted is the fact that the scaffolding 631 

processes used by the teacher in Sport Education to stimulate development of coaches’ 632 

problem-solving skills involved a highly complex, and far from linear, process. It was not a 633 

question of simple gradual withdrawing and replacement of procedural guidance with 634 

discovery-based strategies. Rather, the scaffolding was shown to be a dynamic process highly 635 

influenced by an interplay of factors such as the nature of the domain-specific knowledge, 636 

coaches’ and teammates’ ongoing responses, the progress on cognitive and meta-cognitive 637 

skills, and students’ prior experiences and conceptions of teaching and learning. In this case, 638 

the action research methodology was critical for allowing to keep pace with the ever changing 639 

knowledge and relational development, while also permitting to act in useful time upon the 640 

process itself toward improved teaching and learning. 641 
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TABLE 1 
	
Year-long Syllabus: Elements of the Tactical Approach to Content Development 
	

Season Goals Game form Practice 
tasks 

Content Tactical 
principles 

Responsibility 

      
Tactical 
problem 
detection 

Task 
selection 

Basketball 
 

19 lessons 
(45 mins)  

Developing 
game 
appreciation  Single-

basket 3 vs. 
3 played on 
a half-court 

Skills-drills 
2 vs. 0 
1 vs. 1 

Dribbling 
Chest pass, 
Shooting 
Defense 

Scoring Coaches Coaches 

Mastering a 
given program of 
actions (what, 
how, and why to 
do) 

3 vs 1 
2 vs 1 

Support 
(using spots) 
Give-and-go 

Control 
Fake and replace 

V-cut 

Attacking the 
basket 

 
Using space in 

attack 

Teacher Teacher 

Handball 
 

12 lessons 
(45 mins) 

Developing 
awareness on 
predominant 
configurations of 
play and 
adaption to game 
conditions (why 
to do) 

3 vs. 2 +  
goalkeeper 

 
Court: 20m 
x 15m with 
restrictive 
goal area 

 
 

4 vs 4 
2 vs 1 
3 vs 1 

 
 

Zone defense 
Pass-and-overlap 

Width/depth 
Progressing to 
goal, fixing the 

defender, passing 
to open player 

Defending 
space 

 
Creating/ using 

space in the 
attack 

 

Teacher Coaches 

Soccer 
 

16 lessons 
(45 mins) 

Recognizing 
tactical 
principles across 
games in the 
same category 

3 vs. 2 + 
goalkeeper 

 
Court: 20m 
x 15m, no 
restrictive 

3 vs. 1 
3 vs. 2 

Progressing, fixing 
the defender, 

passing to open 
player 

Width/depth, Keep 
open lane, 

Creating/ using 
space in the 

attack 
 

Defending 
space 

Coaches 
Shared 

Teacher/ 
coaches 
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goal area; 
 

var. 1- 
interception 

allowed 
only in 

defensive 
zone; 2- 

interception 
allowed all 

court 

Defensive cover 

 
2 vs. GK 
3 vs. 0 

 

Offensive cover 
Crossing wide and 

shooting 
Fast control and 

shooting 

Maintain ball 
possession 

 
Attacking the 

goal and 
scoring 

Coaches 

Volleyball 
 

21 lessons 
(45 mins) 

 
 

Recognizing 
tactical 
principles across 
games in 
different 
categories 

1 vs. 1 
(coop. then  

competitive) 
 

2 vs. 2 
(coop. then 

competitive) 
 

1 vs. 1 

Read and 
anticipate, Base 

position, Overhead 
pass, Serve, Using 

depth/width Defending 
space 

 
Setting up the 

attack 

Coaches 
Shared 

Teacher/ 
coaches 

 
2 vs. 2 

Read and 
anticipate, Base, 
Underhand pass, 

Passer-setter 
communication/ 

coordination, Pass-
set-attack, Passer 
to setter transition 
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TABLE 2 
	
Year-long Syllabus of the Teacher’s Scaffolding Processes 

 
 

Season Intervention Focus Instructional Strategies for Mediation of Coaches’ Instruction 

 Diagnosing 
 Context Strategy Description Means 

Basketball 

‘Giving coaches 
autonomy and then 
adjust’ trial’ 

Gym task cards 

handbook containing schematic drawings, 
description of rules, expected movement 
patterns, and error detection feedback cue 
related both with the game and a series of 
game-aligned practice tasks of different 
complexity. 
 

indirect teaching 

Develop basic 
instructional skills: 
1. repeat teacher’s 
instruction/error 
detection  
2. feedback/strategies 
 

Gym 
guided 
practice 

 

short demonstrations of the upcoming tasks 
conducted by the teacher to the entire class 
prior to the coaches establishing and 
replicating the tasks within their own teams  

modeling/explaining: 
tactical movements/solutions to 
game problems 
instructional procedures (error 
detection feedback, game 
modifications) 

Handball 

 Gym task cards as above indirect teaching 

Develop: 
1. ability to identify 
tactical problems & 
appropriate solutions 
2. conduct of 
problem-solving 
instructional 
interactions 

LS 
(outside 
the gym) 

guided 
observation 

video observation, analysis, and debate 
about video images of the teams’ game-
play/coaches’ conduct of instructional 
interactions 

questioning: 
discovery of tactical problems 
co-construction by coaches of 
tactical solutions  
questioning/modeling/explaining 
strategies: 
freezing-and-rehearsal 
question-asking 
building new content upon prior 
learning  
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Season Intervention Focus Instructional strategies for mediation of coaches’ instruction 

 Diagnosing 
 Context Strategy Description Means 

Soccer 

 Gym task cards as above indirect teaching 

Develop: 
1. developmentally 
appropriate practice 
2. critical thinking and 
argumentation 
3. teammates’ game-
play decision-making 

LS/ 
team-
meetings 
(outside 
the gym) 

group 
discussions 

reflective debates about issues raised by 
coaches/teammates/teacher without video 
observation support 
team debates 
 
coach debates 
 

questioning for developing: 
reasoning and argumentation 
skills  
critical evaluation of impact of 
individual instructional 
processes 

Volleyball 

 Gym task cards as above indirect teaching 

Develop: 
1. teammates’ peer-
teaching behaviors 
2. teammates’ self-
monitoring skills 

Gym 
pre-lesson 
briefings 

personalized tutorial sessions to coaches for 
planning the upcoming learning activities  
 

questioning/modeling/explaining 
strategies for: 
extending peer-teaching 
responsibilities to teammates  
stimulate teammates’ self-
monitoring 
 


